Analog Signal Correlating Using an Analog-Based Signal Conditioning Front End
Converting a signal into a bit stream simplifies the correlation function calculation.

John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio

This innovation is capable of correlating two analog signals by using an analog-based signal conditioning front end to hard-limit the analog signals through adaptive thresholding into a binary bit stream, then performing the correlation using a Hamming “similarity” calculator function embedded in a one-bit digital correlator (OBDC). By converting the analog signal into a bit stream, the calculation of the correlation function is simplified, and less hardware resources are needed. This binary representation allows the hardware to move from a DSP where instructions are performed serially, into digital logic where calculations can be performed in parallel, greatly speeding up calculations.

Each of two analog signals (channels A and B) is converted to a digital bit stream by phase correcting it and comparing it to an average of itself at a sampling clock rate \( f \). The hard-limited conversions of A and B are bitwise compared to measure the level of similarity between the two by the OBDC. This similarity measurement \( X \) is equal to the maximum possible Hamming distance \( (N \text{ bits in disagreement}) \) minus the measured number of bits in disagreement.

The OBDC functions are embedded into a field programmable gate array (FPGA). The OBDC is made up of two shift registers containing the current sample values (of length \( N \)) from each of the two input channels (A and B). During each sample clock, a new sample from each A and B input is locked into the input linear shift register for each respective channel; this input shifts the current values in the linear shift register. The oldest \((N + 1 \text{ sample clocks ago})\) sample is clocked out of the register. Once the inputs have been clocked in, the correlation routine can start. This rising edge of the sample clock also clears the max correlation value, the best correlation index, and the shift counter registers, initializing the correlator.

When the two registers match exactly, or are correlated, the \( X \) value will equal \( N \). Once the correlation value has been calculated, this result is forwarded to compare with the max correlation value register. If the \( X \) value is greater than the current max correlation value, then the max correlation value becomes \( X \) and the shift counter register is latched and put into the best correlation index register, providing the index of the current best correlation.

This index is the number of sample clock periods difference between the two input signals and thus, for sample clock rate \( f \), indicates the delay between the signals A and B.

This work was done by Norman Prokop and Michael Krasowski of Glenn Research Center. Further information is contained in a TSP (see page 1).
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Micro-Textured Black Silicon Wick for Silicon Heat Pipe Array
This technology can be used for microprocessors, power switching circuits, and diode lasers in high-power electronics.

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California

Planar, semiconductor heat arrays have been previously proposed and developed; however, this design makes use of a novel, microscale black silicon wick structure that provides increased capillary pumping pressure of the internal working fluid, resulting in increased effective thermal conductivity of the device, and also enables operation of the device in any orientation with respect to the gravity vector.

In a heat pipe, the efficiency of thermal transfer from the case to the working fluid is directly proportional to the surface area of the wick in contact with the fluid. Also, the primary failure mechanism for heat pipes operating within the temperature range of interest is inadequate capillary pressure for the return of fluid from the condenser to the wick. This is also what makes the operation of heat pipes orientation-sensitive.

Thus, the two primary requirements for a good wick design are a large surface area and high capillary pressure. Surface area can be maximized through nanomachined surface roughening. Capillary pressure is largely driven by the working fluid and wick structure.

The proposed nanostructure wick has characteristic dimensions on the order of tens of microns, which promotes menisci of very small radii. This results in the possibility of enormous pumping potential due to the inverse proportionality with radius. Wetting, which also enhances capillary pumping, can be maximized through growth of an oxide layer or material deposition (e.g. TiO\(_2\)) to create a superhydrophilic surface.

In addition, the wick fabrication technique produces nanostructure forests that